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The statistics of low-frequency, long-range acoustic transmissions in the North Pacific Ocean are
presented. Broadband signals at center frequencies of 28, 75, and 84 Hz are analyzed at propagation
ranges of 3252 to 5171 km, and transmissions were received on 700 and 1400 m long vertical
receiver arrays with 35 m hydrophone spacing. In the analysis we focus on the energetic ‘‘finale’’
region of the broadband time front arrival pattern, where a multipath interference pattern exists. A
Fourier analysis of 1 s regions in the finale provide narrowband data for examination as well.
Two-dimensional~depth and time! phase unwrapping is employed to study separately the complex
field phase and intensity. Because data sampling occured in 20 or 40 min intervals followed by long
gaps, the acoustic fields are analyzed in terms of these 20 and 40 min and multiday observation
times. An analysis of phase, intensity, and complex envelope variability as a function of depth and
time is presented in terms of mean fields, variances, probability density functions~PDFs!,
covariance, spectra, and coherence. Observations are compared to a random multipath model of
frequency and vertical wave number spectra for phase and log intensity, and the observations are
compared to a broadband multipath model of scintillation index and coherence. ©2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1854615#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Cg, 43.30.Ft, 43.20.Fn@AIT # Pages: 1538–1564
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-frequency, long range acoustic transmission d
have been collected in the North Pacific Ocean in the m
and late 1990s as part of the Acoustic Thermometry of Oc
Climate ~ATOC! program~see Fig. 1!. Ship suspended an
bottom mounted sources have been used and long ver
arrays have received the signals at ranges of 3250, 3515
5100 km. The sources have mainly been at 75 Hz~20.1 Hz
bandwidth at 3 dB!, but there was a brief deployment of a
HLF-6A source that simultaneously transmitted at 28 and
Hz with a bandwidth of about 10 Hz~3 dB! ~Worcesteret al.,
2000; Dzieciuch et al., 2001!. Transmitted signals were
phase coded pseudorandom sequences~m sequences!. These
data showed sufficient temporal stability to allow a coher
summation of signal replicas from 10 to 20 minutes to b
ster the signal-to-noise ratios~SNR!. The resulting signal
gains allowed the detection of early ray-like arrivals for u
in acoustic thermometry~Worcesteret al., 1999; Dushaw
et al., 1999; and The ATOC Consortium, 1998!. These sig-
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nals were also exploited by Freitag and Stojanovic~2001!
who examined the feasibility of long range communicati
using 75 Hz, 3250 km transmissions by processing both
tically and temporally.

However, the temporal and vertical variability of the
signals has not been analyzed in detail. Colosi, Tappert,
Dzieciuch ~2001! presented the results on the effects
m-sequence integration on mean pulses shapes and inte
PDFs for a 3252 km path, and Wageet al. ~2002! presented
the results of processing loss~temporal coherence! of re-
solved low-order modes at 3500-km range by narrowba
processing at 85, 75, and 65 Hz. Thus, a quantitative ana
of these data are needed to understand the nature of
frequency acoustic scattering at these ranges and to g
better signal processing algorithms. In this endeavor the
cus is on the energetic finale region, where the arrival can
viewed as an interference pattern of either coupled mo
~Wage et al., 2003; Wageet al., 2002; Colosi and Flatte´,
1996! or chaotic rays~Simmen, Flatte´, and Wang 1997;
05/117(3)/1538/27/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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Beron-Veraet al., 2003!. Figure 2 shows the location of th
finale and wave front regions in the arrival pattern for a
Hz, 3252 km transmission. The finale region is also char
terized by intense depth spreading of the acoustical ene
thus leading to an in-filling of the shadow zone below t
last arrivals~Duda et al., 1992; Colosiet al., 1994; Colosi
and Flatte, 1996!. This is the most energetic region of th
wave front and therefore there is the benefit of favora
SNRs. Further, an analysis of this region of the wave fron
expected to demonstrate the worst-case scenario, since
ability in the early wave front region~Fig. 2! has been shown
to be weaker than in the finale~Colosi et al., 1999a, 1999b;
Colosi, Tappert, and Dzieciuch, 2001; Beron-Veraet al.,
2003!.

Previous results have shown that the finale region
multipath interference pattern in which the scintillation ind
~SI! and variance of log intensity@s ln I

2 ; See Eq.~7!# are very
close to the values of full saturation~Colosi, Tappert, and
Dzieciuch, 2001!. In full saturation the phase is uniforml
distributed between 0 and 2p and the probability density
function ~PDF! of intensity is close to exponential; thu
SI;1 ands ln I;5.6 dB. The results of this paper are cons
tent with these findings but the present analysis is also
to show how much of this variability occurs at different tim
scales. Thus, over multiday records of both high and l
acoustic frequency data, the near-saturation behavio
found with scintillation values above saturation caused
marily by modulation processes. However, on time scale
1 to 40 min, this variability goes down considerably. F
example, in the 75–84 Hz range SI varies between 0.44
0.74, whiles ln I varies between 4.0 and 4.7 dB. At 28 H
frequency, the values fall even more sharply with SI betwe
0.29 and 0.70, ands ln I between 3.1 and 4.4 dB. The case
similar for the phase, which is analyzed using a simple tw
dimensional phase unwrapping technique. The previ
analysis over multiday records using travel time as a su

FIG. 1. Acoustic transmission paths studied in this paper. The Acou
Engineering Test~AET! transmitted from R/P FLIP south–southwest of S
Diego to a vertical line array located off the island of Hawaii; the range w
3252 km. A bottom mounted source on Pioneer seamount off the coa
San Francisco transmitted to two VLAs: one off the island of Haw
~HVLA ! and one near Kiritimati~Christmas! Island ~KVLA !; these ranges
were 3515 and 5100 km. During the AST a ship suspended source
Pioneer seamount transmitted to the Hawaii and Kiritimati VLAs.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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gate for phase, found rms phase variations in the finale
order one to two cycles~Colosi et al. 1999a!. In the present
analysis, over the 1 to 40 min time scale rms phase variat
are found to be 0.08 to 0.13 cycles in the 75 to 84 Hz reg
and 0.06 to 0.09 cycles in the 28 Hz region. A direct analy
of the phase over longer time scales is not possible since
phase cannot be tracked over the transmission gaps~typically
4 h!. The PDF of phase is shown to be very close to Gau
ian.

Frequency spectra of phase and log intensity at 75
84 Hz show a red spectrum with no apparent roll-off at lo
frequency, thus implying that the aforementioned phase
intensity variability would increase over a longer observat
time. At 28 Hz acoustic frequency, the spectra have a co
pletely different shape and are rather flat. The difference
spectral shapes at high and low acoustic frequency imp
significantly different scattering physics. Comparing the
spectra to the random multipath model of Dysonet al.
~1976! in which the spectra are dominated by fades at h
frequency and random walking at low frequency, it is fou
that the high acoustic frequency phase spectra have s
features consistent with the model in the 1 to 10 cph f
quency range~random walk!, but log-intensity spectra com
pare very poorly to the model. Applying the Dyson model
the vertical wave number spectra of phase and log inten
the agreement is fairly good, which demonstrates that
interference pattern in depth is more fully randomized th
the interference pattern in time. Similar comparisons us
the Dyson model, in which spatial data show better agr
ment than temporal data, have been documented by P
and Spindel~1977! for moored and drifting receptions of 20
and 400 Hz sound in the North Atlantic.

Having examined phase and intensity variability sep
rately, signal coherence is treated, which involves both int
sity and phase simultaneously. In the present work it
shown that the data are consistent with a model in which
following three properties are satisfied:~1! the phase and
amplitude are uncorrelated;~2! the phase is Gaussian; an
~3! the amplitude decorrelation is important to coheren
Thus, a useful model for coherence iŝcc* (D)&
5^AA(D)&exp@2D(D)/2#, where^AA(D)& is the amplitude
covariance function,D(D) is the phase structure function
andD could be a temporal or depth lag. This model diffe
from previous work~Flatté et al., 1979; Flatte´ and Stough-
ton, 1988! by including the amplitude term, and not assum
ing D as quadratic inD. The acoustic fields decohere ve
rapidly in depth, but over 20 and 40 min time scales the ti
coherence is quite good. While full coherence functions
presented, a good measure of the temporal coherence em
ied in a single number are the temporal mean fields. At
higher frequencies of 84 and 75 Hz the temporal mean fie
represent 42% to 64% of the total energy, while at the low
28 Hz the mean fields compose an impressive 60% to 71%
the total energy.

The present analysis also allows a comparison at dif
ent propagation ranges, although the propagation paths
geographically separated. Interestingly, phase and inten
variances are somewhat less at the farthest propaga
range, and coherence shows no strong dependence on r

ic

s
of
i

ff
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tions
FIG. 2. An example of time fronts from the 3252 km AET~upper! and a numerical model for the AET without internal-wave sound-speed perturba
~lower!. The finale region is defined roughly between the travel times of 2195 and 2197.
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Finally, all the finale signal statistics were calculated u
ing both full bandwidth and narrow band data, and the aco
tic variability is not a significant function of the bandwidth
The narrow band data were obtained by Fourier transform
a 1 s record of the finale and selecting out the carrier b
with a resolution of about 1 Hz. A kinematical model
scintillation index and coherence assuming strong multip
interference can explain the weak bandwidth depende
and points to new observations that could elucid
bandwidth-dependent scattering.

The coherence results presented in this study com
ment the analysis of Wageet al. ~2005!, who computes tem-
poral coherence functions of low-order mode arrivals fro
the same datasets discussed in this paper. Agreemen
tween the coherence results of this study and those of W
would indicate that the cross-modal coherences are v
small. While a theoretical description of the modal and f
field fluctuations is presently lacking, this will be an area
further active research.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
describe the basic acoustical observations and the proce
1540 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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required to obtain the reduced data used in this analysis
Secs. III and IV we describe the statistics and spectra
phase and intensity, respectively. In Sec. IV we also add
the phase-intensity correlation. Coherence and mean field
ergy are examined in Sec. V. Section VI has a discussion
more interpretation of the observations where kinemat
model of multipath coherence and scintillation are presen
A brief summary is given in Sec. VII.

II. OBSERVATIONS

In this study, acoustical observations obtained from
Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate~ATOC! North Pa-
cific network are utilized~see Fig. 1 and Table I for a sum
mary!. The first set of data comes from the November 19
Acoustical Engineering Test~AET! ~see Worcesteret al.,
1999, and Colosiet al., 1999a for details!, in which a source
suspended from R/P FLIP several hundreds of miles sou
southwest of San Diego transmitted signals with a cen
frequency of 75 Hz and a bandwidth of 20.1 Hz~3 dB! for 6
days to a 700 m long 20-element vertical line array~VLA !
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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TABLE I. Experimental data used in this study and the relevant sampling parameters. The parametersNl , Nz ,
andNt are the number of transmissions, number of hydrophones, and number of time samples per transm
respectively. The total number of data points isNtotal5NlNzNt . The time between samples isdt and the depth
spacing between hydrophones isdz. The total observation time per transmission, time between the first and
sample, is shown in the last column.

Experiment
~frequency!

Range
~km!

Start
date

End
date Nl Nz Nt Ntotal

dt
~s!

dz
~m!

Obs. time
~min!

AET75 3252 Nov 17, 1994 Nov 23, 1994 35 20 40 28000 27.28 35 17.7
AET75 ¯ ¯ 1 20 84 1680 27.28 35 37.73
HVLA75 3515 Dec 29, 1995 May 24, 1996 196 40 10 81200 109.12 35 16.3
KVLA75 5171 Dec 29, 1995 Sept 4, 1996 283 40 10 120800 109.12 35 16.3
HVLA28 3502 June 30, 1995 July 8, 1996 29 20 10 5800 109.12 35 16.3
HVLA28 ¯ ¯ 5 20 20 2000 109.12 35 34.55
KVLA28 5158 June 30, 1995 July 8, 1996 31 40 10 12400 109.12 35 16.3
KVLA28 ¯ ¯ 5 40 20 4000 109.12 35 34.55
HVLA84 3502 June 30, 1995 July 8, 1996 29 20 10 5800 109.12 35 16.3
HVLA84 ¯ ¯ 5 20 20 2000 109.12 35 34.55
KVLA84 5158 June 30, 1995 July 8, 1996 31 40 10 12400 109.12 35 16.3
KVLA84 ¯ ¯ 5 40 20 4000 109.12 35 34.55
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deployed off Hawaii~See Fig. 1!. The next group of data
comes from a much longer duration experiment conducte
a similar location. In November–December of 1994, two
element, 1400 m long vertical arrays were deployed: one
Hawaii ~HVLA ! and another off Kimitimati~Christmas! Is-
land ~KVLA ! ~Worcester et al., 2000; Dzieciuch et al.,
2001!. These VLAs received signals transmitted from tw
different sources. From December 1994 through Aug
1995, the VLAs received 75 Hz center frequency, broadb
~20.1 Hz, at 3 dB! transmissions from a bottom mounte
source on Pioneer seamount off the coast of San Franc
California ~see Fig. 1!. This 8–9 month series of transmis
sions is referred to as the ATOC95 experiment. For a 9 day
period from 30 June 1995–8 July 1995, the 75 Hz transm
sions were interrupted so that a ship suspended HLF
source in deep water off Pioneer seamount could simu
neously transmit 28 and 84 Hz signals with a bandwidth
about 10 Hz~3 dB!. This dual frequency experiment is re
ferred to as the Alternate Source Test~AST!, since the pri-
mary objective of this test was to examine the feasibility
using ultra-low-frequency transmissions for acoustic th
mometry. In all of these experiments at four hour interva
the source would transmit 44 replicas of a 27.28 s pseu
random code with a duration of roughly 1200.320 s~20.005
min!. In the AET, 40 replicas were recorded~to avoid end
effects in the processing!, but in the ATOC95 and AST ex
periments, replicas were averaged in groups of 4 to give
time samples and thus reduce the data volume. In the A
and AST, a few back-to-back 20 min transmissions w
made, thus yielding longer continuous time series. Tab
lists various parameters of the transmission datasets and
pling parameters. In Table I and throughout this paper,
ATOC95 and AST data are denoted by the VLA name a
the center frequency, i.e., HVLA75 and KVLA75 fo
ATOC95, and HVLA28, HVLA84, KVLA28, and KVLA84
for the AST. The AET data is denoted somewhat differen
by AET75.

As mentioned previously in this paper, the focus is
the transmission finale region, where SNR is best. For
HVLA data the SNR is roughly 12 dB~Wageet al., 2002!,
, Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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while the AET data~which were more finely sampled in tim
by a factor of 4! had roughly 6 dB SNR~Colosiet al., 2001!.
The SNR at KVLA benefits from a lower noise level and
also about 12 dB~Wage, year!. For the acoustic observation
the ‘‘raw’’ broadband complex demodulates are defined a

c r„z,t,l ,T~z!…5A„z,t,l ,T~z!…exp@ if„z,t,l ,T~z!…#,
~1!

whereA is the amplitude andf is the phase. The depende
variables arez, the hydrophone depth,t is geophysical time,
T(z) is the travel time relative to the final cutoff and co
rected for the mooring shape to give thez dependence, and
lastly l denotes a transmission sequence of 40 or 80 m
quences. Thus, thet parameter varies in increments of 27.2
or 4*27.285109.12 s, depending on the dataset, andl de-
notes the transmission sequence typically separated by 4 h or
several days/weeks. Also, narrow band demodulates are
sidered, which are obtained by Fourier analysis of the rec
T60.5 s to give a demodulate at the center frequency61
Hz. In the subsequent discussion, theT dependence is
dropped, and thus the finale demodulates, 1 s from the fi
cutoff, are only denoted by the three indexes:z, t, and l.

Finally, some special cases must be mentioned. For
AST data recorded on the HVLA, the lower half of the 4
element array had failed, and thus HVLA28 and HVLA8
only have the upper 20 phones. Of these upper 20 pho
there was a failure on phone 10, and thus to get a comp
gap-free record, interpolation was used to fill in the phone
record. Also, special consideration was needed for the
period receptions for the AET. The first 40 period recepti
lasting 1091.200 s was followed by a gap while the syst
wrote the data to disk. The second 40 period recept
started exactly 1200 s after the start of the first 40 per
reception, leaving a gap of 108.800 s~3.988 periods! be-
tween receptions. Thus, there are two effects of concern:
is a time gap of duration 3.988 m seq’s~2.27 min! in the
record and the other is a phase shift of the first 40 per
record relative to the second 40 period record, since the t
gap was not an integer multiple of the m seq duration
phase shift correction was applied and again interpola
1541Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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was used to fill the time gaps to give a continuous ti
record, yielding 84 time samples for the single long AE
data~Table I!.

Next, further processing of the extracted finale data
discussed. Two versions ofc are initially considered:c r , the
raw demodulation with a wrapped phase,fw ; and cu

5uc r uexp@i fu#, the demodulations with a two-dimension
2-D unwrapped phase,fu . At each depth the data is norma
ized to give the unit mean intensity,

^I &~zj !5
1

NtNl
(
k51

Nt

(
l 51

Nl

uc~zj ,tk ,l !u251. ~2!

A smooth unwrapped phase function,fu , is determined such
that the mean-square difference betweengradientscalculated
from wrapped and unwrapped phases are minimized. An
weighted least squares method is chosen that results i
equation forfu , which is the discrete form of Poisson
equation and that can be solved easily using fast co
transform methods~Zebker and Liu, 1998; Ghilia and
Romero, 1994; see Appendix A for details!. Using this
smoothness criterion means that the unwrapped phase
tion is not necessarily different from the wrapped pha
function by integer multiples of 2p.

Figure 3 shows examples of 40 min duration broadba
acoustical data from several experiments at several diffe
center frequencies. Most of the data show a rather gra
intensity pattern, however, the KVLA28 data~but not the
HVLA28 data!! shows a much smoother pattern. The midd
and right columns of Fig. 3 show the wrapped and u
wrapped phases. The 2-D phase unwrapping, being a
square procedure, generates a very smooth phase field
the accuracy of the phase unwrapping must be tested. T
so, the depth and time lagged coherence functions are c
puted using the raw demodulates (c r) and the demodulate
using the unwrapped phasecu . The coherence is compute
according to,^cc* (D)&5u^cc* (D)&ztu, where the aver-
ages are defined as in Appendix B,D could be a time or
depth separation, and the absolute value is only taken a
averaging over allz, t, and l. Figure 4 shows the depth an
time coherence functions for AET75 and HVLA75 and t
agreement between the calculations from the two data
(c r and cu) is superb. Similar agreement is seen for t
other datasets and thus this test demonstrates that the
phase unwrapping can be considered accurate.

Finally, there is the issue of mooring and source mot
as well as residual mooring shape errors in the unwrap
phase functionsfu(z,t,l ). It must also be noted that tida
velocities along the acoustic path during a transmission m
contribute significantly to the observed phase changes
noted by Worcesteret al. ~1999!. To crudely correct for the
mooring/source motion, tidal effects, and possible resid
mooring tilt, a least square fit to the phase function is do
using a linear model,

fm~z,t,l !5^fu&zt~ l !1z~]zfu!m~ l !1t~]tfu!m~ l !,
~3!

to yield a corrected phase function given by,fc5fu2fm .
Table II lists the mean and rms variation of the fit paramet
(]zfu)m( l ) and (]tfu)m( l ). Most of the phase trend tempo
1542 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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ral variability translates to mooring and/or source motion
less than 1 cm/s. The AET75, however, has very strong ph
trends that are likely due to the large source motion t
occurred during the experiment~see Worcesteret al., 1999!.
The vertical trends are surprisingly large, given that the
pected mooring location errors are on the order of 1–2
These trends vary between 0.25 and 1 cycle per km, and
primarily be due to the phase variations caused by the ve
cal interference pattern.

III. PHASE FLUCTUATIONS

The ability to accurately represent the acoustic phas
this multipath interference pattern grants the luxury of exa
ining the statistics of the acoustic field in polar coordina
~i.e., phase and intensity! as opposed to Cartesian coord
nates~Dysonet al., 1976!.

A. Phase variance

The analysis of phase variability is carried out in bo
the depth and time directions, and it is important to dist
guish between linear~trend! and nonlinear variability. A
depth mean temporal phase trend and a time mean d
phase trend were removed, as discussed in the previous
tion; thus there are still fluctuations in the temporal a
depth phase trends that are quantified in this section.
designation into trend and nontrend will be important in t
spectral analysis of phase and in the calculation of coh
ence. Thus, taking the temporal variability as an example,
each depthz and for each transmissionl a linear fit to the
phase, fc , is made, yielding estimates of mean pha
^fc&t(z,l ) and trend]tfc(z,l ). The linear fit is then sub-
tracted fromfc to give a residual phasedft . A similar
operation is performed to produce residual phase,dfz , in
the depth direction. Phase variances for both the detren
(dft anddfz) and original (fc) data are shown in Table III
The total variance is computed from the demeaned phasefc

such that

sft

2 5^~fc2^fc&t!
2&zt, sfz

2 5^~fc2^fc&z!
2&zt. ~4!

The detrended phase variance in thet and z directions are
denoted bŷ dft

2&zt, and^dfz
2&zt, respectively, and the rm

phase trend variations in thet and z directions are denoted
by ^(]tfc)

2&z
1/2 and ^(]zfc)

2&t
1/2. Note that ^]tfc&z

5^]zfc&t50 because of the initial phase trend remov
from Eq. ~3!. It must be emphasized that the temporal pha
variances shown in Table III are the result of observing
acoustic field over a limited temporal span~approximately
20 and 40 min! and therefore these results cannot be direc
compared to estimates of phase variance in which an
semble over all time scales of the ocean~or internal waves!
are considered.

The temporal variability of phase shown in the righ
hand columns of Table III is discussed first. What is perha
most surprising is that the variability is significantly less th
a cycle, even at the longer 40 min observation times. T
linear changes in phase, on the whole, account for less
50% of the total phase variance, though there are two exc
tions in the poorly sampled 40 min observation time gro
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 3. Examples of finale data for long acoustic transmissions for several of the experiments treated in this paper. The leftmost column givec
intensity ~dB, relative to maximum!. Center and right columns are the raw wrapped and 2-D unwrapped phases, respectively.
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~HVLA84, and KVLA28!. At the higher frequencies~84 and
75 Hz!, the results are consistent between similar data
like HVLA84 and HVLA75. Also, the AET data stand ou
with much larger variances, and this difference may be
countable to the strong, nonlinear, source motion exp
enced during the AET, as previously mentioned.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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c-
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In the discussion of temporal phase variability there
three main dependencies that need to be examined: the
pendence on propagation range~though the paths are geo
graphically separated!, center frequency, and bandwidth. R
garding the dependence on range, geometrical theory f
single path~Flattéet al., 1979!, which is clearly an idealiza-
1543Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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tion given the multipath interference pattern, predicts ph
variance to increase linearly. Thus, the predicted increas
variance for the present study are of the magnitude 50%
both the high- and low-frequency groups~84 and 75 Hz; 28
Hz! these increases are not borne out, and, in fact, in m
cases the KVLA data show less variance than the HV
data. In making this comparison, simultaneous datasets
matched, like HVLA75 and KVLA75, or HVLA28 and
KVLA28.

Comparing the simultaneous 84 and 28 Hz data,
lower frequency clearly shows a reduction in variance b
factor of roughly 3, though the 20 min observation tim
HVLA data shows only a factor of 1.5. Again the idealize
geometrical theory for a single path~Flattéet al., 1979! pre-
dicts a reduction in variance by a factor of frequency squa
~or nine in this case! that is clearly not observed. Finally,
will be noted from Table III that the phase statistics are
sensitive to whether broadband or narrow band data are u

Next, the depth variability of the phase is discuss
~Table III, left columns!. The depth variability of the phase i
much larger than the temporal variability since the data

FIG. 4. Broadband depth- and time-lagged coherence from the AET75
HVLA75 datasets, computed using two different data types. The light cu
is computed using the raw demodulates, and the heavy curve is comp
using the 2-D unwrapped phase demodulates.
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spanning a large vertical extent of the interference patt
~see Fig. 3!, however again, the magnitude is still less th
one cycle. There is very little phase trend above the unifo
correction(]zfu)m. Regarding the center frequency depe
dence, the 28 Hz data clearly shows less phase variab
than the higher acoustic frequencies, since the interfere
pattern is a larger scale in the vertical~see Fig. 3!. As in the
temporal statistics case, there is no consistent pattern
respect to propagation range, and as before, these phas
tistics are insensitive to whether broadband or narrow b
data are used.

The last two phase statistics to be presented are
mean square phase rates, defined as

n t
25^~df/dt!2&5^~ddft /dt!2&zt,

nz
25^~df/dz!2&5^~ddfz /dz!2&zt. ~5!

The temporal phase rate will be important in the discuss
of the frequency spectra of phase and log-intensity as
dicted by random multipath theory~Dysonet al., 1976!, and
the phase rate has been related to the coherence time~Flatté
et al., 1979!. The phase rate in depth,nz

2, is also given in
Table III and is related to the vertical wave number spec
of phase and log intensity as well as vertical cohere
~Dysonet al., 1976; Flatte´ et al., 1979!. As in previous phase
statistics, the AET is anomalous and the geometrical the
scaling of n t ~i.e., linear in frequency and square root
range! are not borne out by the data. Again, the failure of t
single path geometrical theory is not surprising given
complex interference pattern. More discussion on phase r
will come later in the sections on spectra and coherence

B. Phase PDF

The phase PDF, which is commonly assumed to
Gaussian, is an important quantity in understanding
propagation of waves through random media. In particu

nd
e
ted

TABLE II. Statistics of linear phase corrections for mooring motion and
derived from the broadband data using Eq.~3!. Both mean and rms varia
tions are quoted. Statistics of the corrections for narrowband data~not
shown! are very similar.

Depth variation

(]zfu)m6d(]zfu)m
2 1/2

~rad/km!

Time variation

(]tfu)m6d(]tfu)m
2 1/2

~rad/s!1000

20 min
Obs. time
HVLA84 10.0467.45 10.4563.28
HVLA75 10.4365.87 20.1161.73
AET75 20.0865.49 10.1966.40
HVLA28 20.5364.21 10.4961.27
KVLA84 25.0465.92 10.5162.51
KVLA75 20.5665.78 20.0261.58
KVLA28 21.4163.75 10.0860.93

40 min
Obs. time
HVLA84 22.4165.00 21.9861.76
AET75 19.046 ¯ 12.406 ¯

HVLA28 21.0762.96 20.5360.59
KVLA84 21.2463.03 21.9360.73
KVLA28 20.7561.64 20.5560.26
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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TABLE III. Broadband and narrow band~denoted with parentheses! phase statistics. Columns 1–4 give statistics along the depth direction and column
give statistics along the time~t! direction. Columns 1 and 5 give the total phase variance after correcting the unwrapped phasefu for a mooring motion and/or
shape-induced time and depth trend@Eq. ~3!#. Columns 2 and 6 give variances of phase after removing time-dependent depth trends and depth-de
temporal trends, respectively. Columns 3 and 7 show the rms phase trends in the depth and time direction, respectively. The last column in eachves
the rms phase rate after removal of the phase trends.

sfz

2

~rad2!

Depth

^dfz
2&zt

~rad2!

Variation

^(]zfc)
2&t

1/2

~rad/km!
nz

~rad/km!

sft

2

~rad2!

Time

^dft
2&zt

~rad2!

Variation

^(]tfu)2&z
1/2

~rad/s!1000
n t

~rad/s!1000

20 min
obs. time

HVLA84 1.26~1.10! 1.19~1.02! 1.32~1.41! 23.8~22.8! 0.57~0.65! 0.39~0.36! 1.39~1.72! 7.46~7.05!
HVLA75 2.67~2.49! 2.63~2.46! 0.53~0.45! 26.7~26.8! 0.59~0.53! 0.33~0.28! 1.62~1.62! 7.42~6.63!
AET75 1.21~1.46! 0.89~1.07! 2.82~3.07! 25.4~25.7! 1.14~1.21! 0.79~0.75! 1.88~2.15! 31.0~28.5!
HVLA28 0.49~0.39! 0.39~0.32! 1.53~1.34! 14.1~13.0! 0.37~0.30! 0.28~0.23! 0.92~0.87! 7.07~6.29!
KVLA84 3.10~3.14! 3.05~3.11! 0.53~0.38! 24.8~27.1! 0.73~0.74! 0.45~0.46! 1.68~1.69! 7.41~7.42!
KVLA75 2.72~2.80! 2.68~2.76! 0.49~0.48! 26.3~28.4! 0.54~0.59! 0.24~0.24! 1.74~1.89! 5.87~5.46!
KVLA28 1.41~1.48! 1.39~1.47! 0.37~0.32! 12.5~15.2! 0.22~0.16! 0.15~0.10! 0.88~0.76! 4.99~3.97!

40 min
Obs. Time
HVLA84 1.76~1.66! 1.01~1.13! 4.28~3.59! 22.5~24.0! 1.51~1.27! 0.57~0.58! 1.54~1.32! 6.65~6.00!
AET75 1.54~2.14! 1.02~1.50! 3.56~3.96! 24.9~26.6! 1.91~1.75! 1.39~1.28! 1.15~1.09! 28.0~24.9!
HVLA28 0.52~0.33! 0.37~0.26! 1.95~1.24! 13.4~10.8! 0.48~0.25! 0.35~0.18! 0.58~0.44! 7.01~5.44!
KVLA84 1.58~2.34! 1.53~2.15! 0.59~1.06! 26.3~27.5! 1.20~1.34! 0.77~0.77! 1.04~1.19! 6.78~6.77!
KVLA28 1.23~1.04! 1.15~1.00! 0.68~0.49! 12.5~12.4! 0.37~0.28! 0.15~0.13! 0.74~0.62! 4.18~3.28!
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non-Gaussian behavior may be due to non-Gaussian o
sound speed structure, or strong caustic structures in
wave field. Passing through a caustic results in ap/2 phase
shift, which is the source of the non-Gaussianity. Dzieciu
et al. ~2004! have suggested that non-Gaussian ocean
structure may play an important sound scattering role in
dition to internal waves, and Williamset al. ~2001! have
found significant non-Gaussianity in high-frequency shall
water transmissions. If the PDF of phase is Gaussian,
the phase structure function will play a significant role in t
observable of coherence~Flattéet al., 1979!.

Figure 5 shows the PDFs of the observed broadb
phase (fc) for the assorted datasets with a comparison t
normal distribution. The skew and kurtosis of the data
also shown in the figure; A Gaussian PDF has a skew of z
and a kurtosis of 3. The PDFs show Gaussian beha
within the confidence limits of the normal distribution give
the number of independent samples. Note that while the P
is Gaussian within the confidence intervals, the skew
kurtosis can be quite different from Gaussian values, si
deviations in the tail of the distribution are critical. If th
PDF is, in fact, Gaussian, the standard deviations of the s
and kurtosis minus three areA15/N andA96/N, respectively
~Presset al., 1992!. In practice, it is prudent to suspect no
Gaussianity only if the deviation of skew and kurtosis a
several times these standard deviations. Thus the PDF re
suggest that strong caustic structures are not dominant in
finale, and that non-Gaussian sound speed structure~and thus
non-Gaussian phase perturbations!, if present, have aver
aged, in the sense of the central limit theorem, to give Ga
ian phases.

C. Phase spectra

Frequency spectra of the detrended phase (dft) for the
data are shown in Fig. 6. All spectra in this paper were co
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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puted by first detrending and then Hanning tapering the d
before applying the Fourier transform. The frequency spe
are averages over all hydrophone depths and all trans
sions~l!. The ten sample records are marginally adequate
a spectral analysis. All the spectra in Fig. 6 are ‘‘red’’ with n
apparent low-frequency cutoff, and thus phase varianc
expected to grow with observation time, as demonstrate
Table III. Further, it should be noted that there is no appar
cutoff near the buoyancy frequency, whose maximum val
in this temperate region are between four and eight cyc
per hour. Under conditions of multipath interference, a bu
ancy frequency cutoff is not expected because the h
frequency content of the spectrum is dominated by fadeo
~Dysonet al., 1976; Porter and Spindel, 1977!.

The spectra are compared to the random multip
model of Dysonet al. ~1976!, who derive phase~and log-
intensity! spectra for multipath signals by making assum
tions about the low- and high-frequency nature of the sp
tra. For high frequencies~i.e., greater thann t), the spectra
are assumed to be dominated by fadeouts in which the C
tesian components of the complex field vary linearly w
time. At low frequencies~i.e., less thann t) the phase is as
sumed to execute a random walk~and thus have an un
bounded variance!, while the intensity is assumed to sta
bounded. A kinematical model of the phase spectrum con
tent with these assumptions is

Sf~v!}
1

v2/n t
2~a1v2/n t

2!1/2
, ~6!

wherea is an empirical constant that determines where
spectrum rolls off fromv23 ~fade dominated! to v22 ~ran-
dom walk dominated!. From a numerical experiment, Dyso
empirically choosesa51.27. Figure 6 shows model spect
from Eq.~6! with different phase rates of 5, 10, and 30 rad
1545Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 5. The PDF of the broadband
phase for the assorted experimen
The phase PDF is compared to a no
mal distribution~solid!. The 95% con-
fidence intervals on the normal PDF
are plotted in dashed lines. The num
ber of independent samples is obtaine
by using a vertical correlation length
of 4 hydrophones and a temporal co
relation time of 10 min. Thus, for
HVLA84, HVLA75, AET75,
HVLA28, KVLA84, KVLA75, and
KVLA28, the number of independen
samples is 420, 5880, 525, 435, 87
8490, and 870, respectively.
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The AET75 data, which should be compared to the 30 ra
model, shows the best agreement with the model at frequ
cies less than about 10 cph. The high-frequency end of
AET spectrum is too flat and clearly does not fit the mod
The other high acoustic frequency~HVLA and KVLA, 84
and 75 Hz! spectra, which should be compared to the mo
cases with phase rates of 5 and 10 rad/s, show very clos
an v22 shape, but the model places them in thev23 range.
Changinga to 10 ~not shown! somewhat improves the com
parison, particularly for the KVLA spectra. The low acous
frequency 28 Hz spectra do not agree with the model spe
at all.

The vertical wave number spectra of detrended pha
(dfz) are shown in Fig. 7. The vertical wave number spec
in this paper are averaged over all times~t! and all transmis-
sions~l!. All the spectra show an approximatelykz

23 shape,
with a hint of a roll off at the lowest wave number. The
1546 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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spectra can also be compared to the Dyson model@Eq. ~6!#,
wherev is replaced bykz andn t is replaced bynz , and the
agreement is very good. The model and observedkz

23 shape
implies phase variability dominated by fadeouts. Thus,
interference pattern in depth appears more developed~even
at 28 Hz! than the interference pattern in time. More of
discussion on this topic will come after the spectra of l
intensity are presented in Sec. IV.

IV. INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

The analysis now turns to the intensity, where both l
ear intensity (I 5uc r u2) and log-intensity (i5 ln I) measures
are used. In this section, results are presented for inten
moments, intensity PDF, and intensity frequency and w
number spectra. In Sec. IV D correlations between the int
sity and the phase are treated.
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 6. Frequency spectra of th
phasesdft for the assorted experi-
ments. In the upper left panel th
AET75 spectra are plotted with heav
lines, the HVLA84 spectra are plotted
with light lines, and the HVLA75 data
are plotted with dashed lines. In th
upper right panel, the KVLA84 data
are plotted with light lines while the
KVLA75 data is plotted with dashes
The curves extending out to almost
cph are from the long, 40 min data
Error bars show 95% confidence inte
vals, except for the single transmissio
40 min AET data. In all panels, the
phase spectra from the Dyson mod
are displayed~smooth curves! with
rms temporal phase rates of 5.
~solid!, 10 ~dashed!, and 30 ~dash-
dotted! rad/s. The model spectra us
a51.27 and are normalized to give
variance of 1~rad!2.
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A. Intensity moments

For the examination of intensity fluctuations, the foc
will be on the scintillation index~SI!, and the variance of log
intensity @i5 ln(I)#, which are defined as

SI5^I 2&/^I &221 and si
25^i2&2^i&2. ~7!

The SI andsi
2 quantities are complementary because

former is sensitive to the peaks in the intensity distribut
while the latter is sensitive to the fadeouts~due to the loga-
rithmic distortion of small intensities!. In the case of strong
multipath interference, where the real and imaginary part
c are independent Gaussian random variables, the w
known fully saturated results~Dyer, 1970! give SI51 and
si5p/61/2→(p/61/2)(10/ln 10)55.57 dB.

In the phase analysis of Sec. III, variations betwe
transmissionsl could not be examined because there was
way of estimating the absolute phase through the time g
however, for intensity this problem does not exist. Intens
statistics are compiled over two time scales: One over
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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total duration of the experiments and the other over the 20
40 min observation times. Long-time scale intensity variab
ity is estimated by computing the intensity moments (^I 2&,
^I &, ^i2& and^i&! ensemble averaged over time and transm
sion for each depth. Then using Eqs.~7!, SI and si

2 are
computed and averaged over depth. Mathematically this
eration is

SI5^^I 2&t/~^I &t!
221&z , si

25^^i2&t2~^i&t!
2&z . ~8!

The short time scale calculation goes along similar lin
except SI andsi

2 are computed for each depth and transm
sion and then averaged over those variables. Mathematic
this operation is

SI5^^I 2&t /^I &t
221&z, si

25^^i2&t2^i&t
2&z. ~9!

Finally, the depth variation of intensity is defined as

SIz5^^I 2&z /^I &z
221&t, siz

2 5^^i2&z2^i&z
2&t. ~10!
1547Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 7. Vertical wave number spectr
of phasesdfz for the assorted experi-
ments. In the upper left panel th
AET75 spectra are plotted with heav
lines, the HVLA84 spectra are plotted
with light lines, and the HVLA75 data
are plotted with dashed lines. In th
upper right panel the KVLA84 data
are plotted with light lines while the
KVLA75 data is plotted with dashes
Error bars show 95% confidence inte
vals, except for the single transmissio
40 min AET data. In all panels, phas
spectra from the Dyson model are dis
played~smooth curves! with rms ver-
tical phase rates of 10.0~solid!, 20
~dashed!, and 30~dash-dotted! rad/km.
The model spectra usea51.27 and are
normalized to give a variance of 2
~rad!2.
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Table IV summarizes the aforementioned intensity s
tistics for the different experiments. In general, the resu
show that over the short observation times~20 and 40 min!,
all the experiments have statistics that are well below
fully saturated values, while the long time scale and de
directions show values quite close to full saturation. W
regard to the AET, it is interesting to note that the intens
statistics are not as anomalous in comparison to the o
experiments, as were the phase statistics.

The intensity statistics in the time direction~Table IV;
Columns 3–6! are discussed first, where the important issu
are the dependencies on range~though the paths are sep
rated geographically!, acoustic frequency, and bandwidt
Regarding the dependence on range, the two cases of
and long time scale variability are treated separately. For
well-sampled 20 min observation time~rows 1–7!, short
time scale variability~Columns 3 and 4!, it is noted that in all
cases both SI andsi are well below fully saturated values
thus the expectation is that these quantities should only g
1548 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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with range. However, the results show that there is very li
difference between the HVLA and KVLA results at 84 an
75 Hz, and at 28 Hz the KVLA actually shows less fluctu
tion than the HVLA. This result is borne out again in the 4
min observation time data~Columns 3 and 4!. Now, regard-
ing the long-time scale variability~Columns 5 and 6! in all
cases SI andsi are above fully saturated values. In the ne
section concerning intensity PDFs it will be shown that t
above saturation values are likely due to modulation effe
on an already saturated field; thus to the degree that the
range dependence in these values depends critically on
source of modulation. Range dependence in the long t
scale variability therefore cannot be easily described. M
discussion on this topic will be given in Sec. VI.

Next, the dependency on acoustic frequency is d
cussed. For the short time scale statistics~Columns 3 and 4!,
the key comparisons are between the experimental p
~HVLA84,HVLA28!, and ~KVLA84,KVLA28 ! for both the
20 and 40 min observation time. Here, again, since val
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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TABLE IV. Broadband and narrow band~denoted with parentheses! intensity statistics. The six columns give S
andsi computed in both the depth~columns 1 and 2! and time directions~columns 3–6!. Intensity fluctuations
in the time direction are computed over both the short time scale@Eq. ~9!#, and over the total experiment~long!
time scale@Eq. ~8!#. Long time scale variances for the 40 min observation time could not be computed d
extremely small sample sizes. Short time scale estimates of SI andsi are potentially biased due to a sma
sample size (Nt) if the PDF of intensity is near exponential. ForN510, 20, 40, and 80, the SI(si) biases are
20.17~20.31!, 20.10~20.16!, 20.05~20.10!, and 20.03~20.07!, respectively. Sampling errors are a fe
percent.

Depth
SIz

Fluctuations
siz

~dB!

Time
Short time scale

SI

Fluctuations
si

~dB!
Long time scale

SI
si

~dB!

20 min
obs. time
HVLA84 0.80~0.79! 5.3~5.3! 0.46~0.45! 4.0~3.9! 1.35~1.49! 6.0~6.0!
HVLA75 0.97~0.95! 5.6~5.6! 0.56~0.50! 4.4~4.3! 1.24~1.17! 6.0~6.0!
AET75 0.82~0.80! 5.3~5.3! 0.64~0.56! 4.7~4.4! 1.13~1.16! 5.6~5.7!
HVLA28 0.62~0.67! 4.8~4.9! 0.47~0.39! 3.9~3.4! 1.47~1.81! 5.9~6.3!
KVLA84 0.87~0.91! 5.4~5.5! 0.44~0.46! 4.0~4.1! 1.40~1.42! 5.7~5.9!
KVLA75 0.95~0.94! 5.4~5.5! 0.50~0.48! 4.2~4.2! 1.29~1.15! 5.9~6.0!
KVLA28 0.80~0.80! 5.2~5.3! 0.29~0.25! 3.1~2.8! 1.15~1.13! 5.6~5.8!

40 min
Obs. Time
HVLA84 0.87~0.76! 5.1~5.3! 0.60~0.56! 4.7~4.6! ¯ ¯

AET75 0.67~0.58! 5.0~4.7! 0.74~0.69! 5.1~4.9! ¯ ¯

HVLA28 0.55~0.54! 4.4~4.2! 0.70~0.44! 4.4~3.7! ¯ ¯

KVLA84 0.81~0.81! 5.3~5.3! 0.56~0.60! 4.7~4.8! ¯ ¯

KVLA28 0.70~0.76! 5.4~5.4! 0.42~0.29! 3.8~3.2! ¯ ¯
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are below saturation values the lower frequency is expe
to have less fluctuation. Curiously, here the HVLA data sh
almost no sensitivity to center frequency, while the KVL
data show clearly less fluctuation at the lower frequen
This result is consistent with the previous phase result, wh
showed that the KVLA phase variance dropped much m
rapidly as a function of center frequency than the HVL
~Sec III!. For the long time scale variability~Columns 5 and
6!, as previously mentioned, modulation processes will
shown to be important, thus as in the range case variatio
the SI andsi as a function of frequency cannot be eas
described.

Finally, an inspection of Table IV shows, as in the ca
of phase, that there is very little difference between bro
band and narrow band results.

The last topic to be treated in this section is the intens
variability in the depth direction, which cuts across the co
plex finale interference pattern~see Fig. 2!. For the 84 and 75
Hz center frequency cases the SIz and siz

2 values are very

close, but slightly under the full saturation values. The 28
data, on the other hand, show generally smaller fluctuat
with the HVLA data showing significantly smaller value
compared to the KVLA.

B. Intensity PDF

Figure 8 shows the PDFs of intensity for the data, an
comparison to the exponential distribution. The display
PDFs are calculated by binning the 20 min observation t
intensity data over all transmissionsl. Thus the SI andsi

2

values of these PDFs are given in columns 5 and 6 of Ta
IV. The displayed PDFs are very similar to previously pu
lished PDFs for the AET~Colosi, Tappert, and Dzieciuch
, Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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2001!. There are significant deviations from the exponen
distribution, primarily at the high intensity end of the PD
so that SI andsi

2 are larger than the true exponential PD
moments. Also shown in Fig. 8 is the modulated exponen
~ME! PDF model of Colosi, Tappert, and Dzieciuch~2001!,
given by

P~ I !5
exp~2I /^I &!

^I & F11
b

2 S I 2

^I &2
24

I

^I &
12D G , ~11!

where the modulation parameterb is obtained from the scin-
tillation index, SI5112b. The physical model here is of
saturated process where the mean intensity has a Gau
modulation. In all cases the ME PDF fits the data very w
at both low and high intensities. Thus, the conclusion is t
the long time scale behavior of the observations~including
the 28 Hz data! are very close to the fully saturated regim
and the effect of the multiday or multimonth observati
time is to impose a modulation on the saturated fluctuatio
An important yet unanswered question is what ocean proc
is the source of the intensity modulation. Interestingly t
fluctuations are not saturated at the 40 min time scale
thus there is an ‘‘unmeasured’’ time scale region between
40 min and multiday time scales over which the fluctuatio
become saturated. Continuous acoustic measurements
several days or weeks would help to address these two
sues, and measurements at shorter ranges would elucida
approach to saturation. More on these issues comes in
VI.
1549Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 8. The PDF of broadband inten
sity for the assorted experiments. Th
intensity PDF is compared to a pur
exponential distribution ~straight–
solid!. The 95% confidence intervals
for the exponential PDF are plotted in
dashed. Also plotted are estimates
the Modulated Exponential PDF
~curved solid lines!, where the modu-
lation parameterb50.5 (SI21). The
right-hand panels show an expande
view of the small intensity region. The
number of independent samples is o
tained by using a vertical correlation
length of 2 hydrophones and a tempo
ral correlation time of 10 min. Thus,
for HVLA84, HVLA75, AET75,
HVLA28, KVLA84, KVLA75, and
KVLA28, the number of independen
samples is 840, 11760, 1050, 870
1740, 16980, and 1740, respectively.
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C. Log-intensity spectra

Frequency spectra of log intensity for the vario
datasets are shown in Fig. 9. As previously stated, all spe
in this paper were computed by first detrending and th
Hanning tapering the data before applying the Fourier tra
form. The frequency spectra are averages over all hyd
phone depths and all transmissions~l!. These log-intensity
spectra, unlike the phase spectra, show a variety of sha
The HVLA84, HVLA75, and AET75 data show a very fla
spectrum at high frequency and sharply increasing value
the lowest frequencies. By contrast, the KVLA84 a
KVLA75 data show a slope betweenv22 and v23 across
the entire frequency band. The 28 Hz spectra are flat for b
the HVLA and the KVLA. These relatively ‘‘flat’’ spectra
demonstrate why the intensity statistics in Table IV do n
grow rapidly with increasing observation time. As noted p
viously with regard to the phase spectra, there is no hi
frequency cutoff near the buoyancy frequency as expe
for a multipath interference pattern.

These spectra, like those of phase, are compared to
1550 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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random multipath model of Dysonet al. ~1976!. Using the
assumptions discussed in Sec. III, the log-intensity spect
of Dyson is

Si~v!}
1

~b1v2/n t
2!3/2

, ~12!

whereb is an empirical constant that determines where
spectrum rolls off fromv23 ~fade dominated! to v0 ~random
walk dominated!. From a numerical experiment, Dyson em
pirically choosesb52.43. Figure 9 shows model spect
from Eq. ~12! with different phase rates of 5, 10, and 3
~rad/s!. As in the case of phase, the 28 Hz acoustical d
spectra do not match the model at all, however, the hig
acoustic frequency data do not show good agreement e
@recall that AET75 spectra should be compared to the mo
with 30 rad/s phase rate~dash–dot!, while the other spectra
are to be compared to the other two models#. The best com-
parison is with the KVLA data, where the high-frequen
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 9. Frequency spectra of log in
tensity i. In the upper left panel the
AET75 spectra are plotted with heav
lines, the HVLA84 spectra are plotted
with light lines, and the HVLA75 data
are plotted with dashed lines. In th
upper right panel the KVLA84 data
are plotted with light lines while the
KVLA75 data is plotted with dashes
The curves extending out to almost
cph are from the long, 40 min data
Error bars show 95% confidence inte
vals, except for the single transmissio
40 min AET data. In all panels, the log
intensity spectra from the Dyson
model are displayed~smooth curves!
with temporal phase rates of 5.
~solid!, 10 ~dashed!, and 30 ~dash–
dotted! rad/s. The model spectra us
b52.43 and are normalized to give
variance ofp2/24.
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v23 shape and the low-frequency rolloff are almost bor
out.

Vertical wave number spectra of log intensity are sho
in Fig. 10. These vertical spectra are averaged over all ti
~t! and all transmissions~l!. As discussed in Sec. III, the
vertical spectra can also be interpreted in terms of the Dy
model @Eq. ~12!# by substitutingkz andnz for v andn t . At
28 Hz acoustical frequency, the observations should be c
pared to the Dyson model withnz510 rad/km~solid! and the
agreement is very good. Thekz

23 dependence implies a pa
tern dominated by fadeouts. At the higher acoustic frequ
cies, which should be compared to the model withnz520
and 30 rad/km, the roll-off between fade-out statistics a
~phase! random walking is clearly seen. Again, these resu
imply a more randomized interference pattern in depth co
pared to time.

D. Phase log-intensity correlation

Table V shows correlations betweeni andfc , and their
rates of change. To a very good approximation, phase
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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log intensity are uncorrelated. Further, the correlation
tween absolute values of rates of change are very clos
2/p50.63, which is the predicted saturation result@Dyson
et al. ~1976!#. The phase/log-intensity correlation will be im
portant when considering the theoretical form of the coh
ence function that will be discussed in the next section.

V. COHERENCE

In Secs. III and IV, phase and intensity statistics we
analyzed and this provides a natural setting to discuss
simplest second moment that involves both the phase
intensity simultaneously, namely the signal coheren
^cc* ~D!&. The coherence is an important function since
describes a coherent processing gain,

PG5K U(
n51

Np

cnU2L Y K (
n51

Np

ucnu2L
511

2

Np
(
n51

Np

~Np2n!u^cc* ~Dn!&u, ~13!
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FIG. 10. Vertical wave number spectr
of log intensity i. In the upper left
panel the AET75 spectra are plotte
with heavy lines, the HVLA84 spectra
are plotted with light lines, and the
HVLA75 data are plotted with dashed
lines. In the upper right panel the
KVLA84 data are plotted in solid
while the KVLA75 data is plotted with
dashed lines. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals, except for th
single transmission 40 min AET data
In all panels log-intensity spectra from
the Dyson model are displayed
~smooth curves! with vertical phase
rates of 10~solid!, 20 ~dash!, and 30
~dash–dotted! rad/km. The model
spectra useb52.43 and are normal-
ized to give a variance ofp2/6.
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whereNp is the number of fields summed, andDn is thenth
lag. The coherence function also can help define ‘‘optim
signal processing procedures Further, the contrast betw
time coherences of resolved normal mode arrivals@Wage
et al. ~2005!# and the full field coherences discussed h
will give important information concerning correlations b
tween modes.
1552 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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In the present analysis of coherence, the wave functi
are defined so that the coherence function represents th
fects of ‘‘nonlinear’’ signal variability. What this means i
that the detrended phase functionsdft anddfz are utilized
and the following wave functions are defined:

ct~z,t,l !5uc r~z,t,l !ue2 i dft~z,t,l !,
TABLE V. Broadband and narrow band~denoted with parentheses! intensity-phase correlations for the 20 min observation time.

Time correlation

u^itdft&ztu/(^dft
2&zt^it

2&zt)
1/2

Depth correlation

u^izdfz&ztu/(^dfz
2&zt^iz

2&zt)
1/2

Rate correlation

^u]tiuu]tdftu&zt/„^(]tdft)
2&t^(]ti)

2&t…
1/2

HVLA84 0.0381~0.0439! 0.0186~0.0137! 0.74~0.74!
HVLA75 0.0001~0.0004! 0.0172~0.0023! 0.68~0.69!
AET75 0.0012~0.0084! 0.0029~0.0034! 0.68~0.68!
HVLA28 0.0088~0.0063! 0.0053~0.0077! 0.68~0.68!
KVLA84 0.0054~0.0021! 0.0162~0.0012! 0.74~0.75!
KVLA75 0.0002~0.0015! 0.0014~0.0200! 0.69~0.70!
KVLA28 0.0079~0.0020! 0.0857~0.0847! 0.70~0.71!
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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and
cz~z,t,l !5uc r~z,t,l !ue2 i dfz~z,t,l !, ~14!

for the analysis of coherence. The effect of removing
phase trends is most pronounced on the time cohere
since a larger portion of the phase variance in time is as
ciated with the trend~see Table III!. The removal of the
phase trend in time will account for any depth-depend
mooring motion, and it will also remove some true, low
frequency, ocean-induced variability. Again, the philosop
is to compute coherences that represent the ‘‘nonlinear’’
fects of signal variability. With this in mind, the coheren
functions are defined as

u^cc* ~dt!&u5u^ctct* ~dt!&ztu, and

u^cc* ~dz!&u5u^czcz* ~dz!&ztu, ~15!

wheredt anddz are time and depth lags, and it is understo
that the absolute value is taken after ensemble avera
over all appropriately lagged pairs of thet, z, and l param-
eters.

An important aspect of the coherence function is
relation to the mean field. In the limit of largeD wherec and
c* ~D! are uncorrelated,̂cc* (D→`)&5u^c&u2, where the
right-hand side of the equation is the mean field energy
terms of the present calculations the mean field energies
expressed as

u^c&ut
25u^ct&ztu2, and u^c&uz

25u^cz&ztu2. ~16!

Because of the unit intensity normalization@Eq. ~2!#, Eqs.
~16! give the fraction of energy in the mean fields~i.e., a
value of u^c&u250.5 means half the total energy is in th
mean field!.

A theoretical form of the coherence function consiste
with the observations is sought. From Secs. III and IV it w
demonstrated that phase has a Gaussian PDF and tha
log-intensity-phase correlations are very small. A model c
sistent with these findings is@see Appendix C, Eq.~C10!#

^cc* ~D!&5^AA~D!&exp@2D~D!/2#, ~17!

whereD(D)5^@f2f(D)#2& is the phase structure functio
~Flatté et al., 1979!, and ^AA(D)& is the amplitude covari-
ance. A unit mean intensity normalization has been chose
that the coherence function has value 1 at zero lag. This f
differs from the traditional form by retaining the amplitud
covariance term~Reynoldset al., 1985; Flatte´ and Stough-
ton, 1988!. A further approximation that is traditionally mad
for a single acoustical path is that the phase structure fu
tion behaves quadratically near zero lag, which leads to
vertical coherence length (z0;nz

21) and coherence time (t0

;n t
21) defined by Flatte´ and Stoughton~1988!. Consistent

with geometrical approximations made for this single pa
the coherence lengths/times scale as~frequency!21 and
~range!21/2.

Thus, turning to the model for coherence, the amplitu
covariance, the phase structure function, and the total co
ence can be computed separately to examine the relative
tributions between phase and amplitude. In all of the fore
ing calculations broadband data are used, as essen
identical results are obtained with the narrow band data.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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A. Amplitude covariance

Figures 11 and 12 show the time- and depth-lagged
variance functions of amplitude for the various data. Sin
amplitude is a positive definite quantity, the covariance fu
tion will attain the valuê a&2 when the correlation is zero
Thus, the figures also plot the mean amplitude squared
full saturation where amplitude has a Rayleigh PDF,^a2&
51 and^a&25p/4, thus the amplitude covariance will deca
from 1 to p/4;0.79.

In all cases, except KVLA84, the time-lagged amplitu
covariance decays rapidly between the zero and first
followed by a smoother decorrelation toward^a&2. In some
cases like the AET75, HVLA75, and HVLA28 data, th
rapid decorrelation is dramatic. The rapid decorrelation is
due to noise, since the signal-to-noise ratios, save the A
are quite good, as discussed in Sec. II. The depth-lag
covariances also show rapid decorrelation, but only at
higher acoustic frequencies of 84 and 75 Hz. The hig
frequency cases rapidly decorrelate toward^a&2, but the
low-frequency cases show more vertical structure~as is evi-
dent from Fig. 3!.

B. Phase structure function

Figures 13 and 14 show the time- and depth-lagg
phase structure functions for the detrended phase. Expres
D in terms of the phase correlation function is helpful, yiel
ing D(D)52(^f2&2^ff(D)&). Thus, also plotted on thes
figures is twice the phase variance (2^dft&zt, and
2^dfz&zt). Regions whereD is larger than this value indicat
a negative phase correlation, a ubiquitous feature of ne
all the structure functions. Another common feature of t
structure functions is a return to a positive correlation
longer time and depth lags. This somewhat counterintuit
result occurs in the time-lagged statistics because our ob
vation times~20 and 40 min! are short compared to the tim
scales of the important ocean variability~i.e., internal
waves!; thus the phase records have an energetic lo
frequency component~Fig. 6! that manifests itself by an ap
parent recorrelation. In depth, the effect is due to the vert
interference pattern that produces a roughlykz

23 spectrum, as
discussed in Sec. III.

In addition, there is a hint of rapid phase decorrelati
from the zeroth to the first temporal lag, as was observed
the amplitude covariance functions. Interestingly there is
such rapid decorrelation in the depth functions. Finally, p
haps because of inadequate sampling or other reasons
structure functions, save the HVLA28 and KVLA28 dep
coherences, do not demonstrate the quadratic behavior
zero lag expected from the single path theory discus
above. Again, this result is not so surprising given the co
plex interference pattern.

C. Coherence functions

Figures 15 and 16 show the time- and depth-lagged
herence functions for the assorted datasets. Coherence
mates using Eq.~17! with the observed amplitude covarianc
and phase structure function are also plotted in the figures
addition, the mean field energies are plotted in the figure
1553Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 11. Time covariance of ampli-
tude for assorted experiments. Ligh
curves denote the longer, 40 min tran
missions, while heavy curves are fo
the 20 min transmissions. Dashe
curves are one standard deviation u
certainties in the covariance estimate
Mean amplitude squared,^A&2, values
are denoted with solid horizontal lines
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recorded in Table VI. In all cases, Eq.~17! does a very good
job of describing the coherence function. All coherences,
cept for the HVLA28 and KVLA28 depth coherences, sho
an initial rapid drop in coherence due to the initial rap
drops in phase and amplitude covariance as described in
previous sections. After this initial drop there is a smooth
decoherence followed by some recovery of coherence
longer lags, attributed to the phase recorrelation caused
low-frequency or low wave number variability.

With regard to temporal coherence~Fig. 15!, the func-
tions never decorrelate to zero and the mean field ener
are a significant portion of the total energy. It is expected t
over longer observation times the coherence functions wo
approach zero due to increasing phase variability. Thus,
40 min observation times show less coherence than the
min observation times, having sampled more of the ocea
1554 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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wideband phase variability. The 28 Hz acoustic data is
tremely coherent in time, particularly the KVLA data. The
results imply that temporal processing gain should be v
good, both because of the coherence functions and bec
of the large mean field energy~as discussed by Worceste
et al., 1999!.

With regard to the depth coherence~Fig. 16!, the results
suggest that even in the depth direction there is some sig
cant coherence. The mean field energies here are not co
tent with uncorrelated Gaussian random noise~see the Table
VI legend!. As in the temporal case, the lower, 28 Hz acou
tic data shows more coherence, but here it is the HVLA d
that is most impressive. The depth coherence is a surpri
result given the complex interference pattern seen in the
nale ~Fig. 2!.
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 12. Depth covariance of ampli
tude for assorted experiments. Ligh
curves denote the longer, 40 min tran
missions, while heavy curves are fo
the 20 min transmissions. Dashe
curves are one standard deviation u
certainties in the covariance estimate
Mean amplitude squared,^A&2, values
are denoted with solid horizontal lines
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D. Mean field energy

For the discussion of the range, frequency, observa
time, and bandwidth dependence of the coherence func
it proves useful to use the mean field energy, which i
single value instead of a function. This approach is also
tified since a direct comparison with theoretical predictio
of coherence time and coherence depth~Flatté and Stough-
ton, 1988! depend on a quadratic form to the structure fun
tion that is not observed. Along the lines of Eq.~13!, the
mean field energy is related to the coherence function b

u^c&u25
^I &
Np

1
2

Np
2 (

n51

Np

~Np2n!u^cc* ~Dn!&u, ~18!

where, in this case,Np is equal toNt , or Nz depending on
whether the mean field is in the time or depth direction. F
totally uncorrelated data,u^c&u25^I &/Np , while u^c&u2
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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5^I& for totally correlated data, which follows from the fac
that (n51

N (N2n)5N(N21)/2.
Table VI shows the mean field energies in both the ti

and depth directions for the assorted data, and the in
focus is on the time direction. Regarding the range dep
dence, the well-sampled 20 min observation time se
~Table VI; Row 2! can be examined first. A feature of note
that the AET75 data, while at the shortest range has
smallest mean field; this is consistent with results in Secs
and IV, which show the AET to have a much larger fluctu
tion than the other experiments. Next, the experimental p
~HVLA84,KVLA84 !, ~HVLA75,KVLA75 !, and ~HVLA28,
KVLA28 ! are compared, and there is essentially no sign
cant range dependence. This conclusion is also supporte
the poorly sampled 40 min observation time data.

The issue of frequency dependence is also best tre
1555Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 13. The phase structure functio
as a function of time lag. Light curves
denote the longer, 40 min transmis
sions while heavy curves are for th
20 min transmissions. Dashed curve
are one standard deviation uncertai
ties in the structure function estimate
Twice the phase variances are denot
by solid horizontal lines.
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by examination of the well-sampled 20 min observation ti
data. Here the pairs~HVLA84,HVLA28! and ~KVLA84,
KVLA28 ! show a 20%–40% increase in the mean field
ergy from 84 to 28 Hz. The dependence on the observa
time is interesting, because the high and low acoustic
quency data show very different behavior. For the 84 Hz d
the mean field energy drops by 20% to 40%, while the 28
data shows virtually no dependence on observation time.
AET75 data has only one long transmission and is exclu
from the discussion.

Next, the mean fields in the depth direction are d
cussed, with regard to the aforementioned dependencies
range dependence of the depth mean fields shows som
regularity, as the HVLA75 and KVLA75 data show almo
no decrease, while the other data pairs~HVLA84,KVLA84 !
and ~HVLA28,KVLA28 ! show a significant drop in the
1556 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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mean field energy with range. We surmise that the 75 Hz d
shows no drop because the mean field energy is alre
small at the HVLA. The frequency dependence of the de
mean fields is as expected with the 28 Hz data, show
significantly larger values.

As in all previous discussions concerning bandwid
Table VI ~both time and depth directions! shows no clear
dependence on bandwidth.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section some of the major results of this paper
discussed and expanded upon. Opportunities for future
servational and theoretical work will illustrate the discussio
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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as a function of depth lag. Light
curves denote the longer, 40 min tran
missions while heavy curves are fo
the 20 min transmissions. Dashe
curves are one standard deviation u
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A. Range Õgeographical dependence of fluctuations

Range scaling of acoustic fluctuation quantities is an
portant component of ocean acoustic wave propaga
study. The acoustic propagation paths used in this ana
~Fig. 1! allows a comparison of a few different propagati
ranges, which were generally in the same geographic
~i.e., the Eastern North Pacific Ocean!. To observe range
scaling, one would ideally transmit sound over a sin
propagation path in which signals were received at vari
intermediate points along the path. Propagation through
matologically different regions of the ocean or across fro
should be minimized; thus east–west propagation is ge
ally desired. In this study, however, none of these ideali
criteria are met and ambiguities exist. For example,
shortest propagation path~3252 km!, the AET often showed
larger fluctuations than any of the longer paths at a sim
frequency~i.e., greater phase and intensity variances,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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lower coherence!. With regard to the HVLA and KVLA
paths ~3500 and 5100 km! in all observables it was the
longer, KVLA, path that showed equal or smaller fluctu
tions compared to the HVLA. On a note of consistency, ho
ever, it is found that the 84 Hz AST and 75 Hz ATOC9
transmissions on the same propagation paths show very s
lar fluctuations. Thus, the conclusion is that the HVLA a
KVLA path data are different because they pass through
nificantly different oceanographic regions, namely t
KVLA path samples the perhaps more benign equatorial
tropical regions.

Regarding differences between AET and HVLA 84 a
75 Hz results, which have similar propagation paths, th
are several hypotheses. First, the differences may be du
the large source motion that occurred during the AET, ho
ever HVLA AST results were also from a ship suspend
source that experienced motion. Further, and as previo
1557Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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note the longer, 40 min transmission
while heavy curves are for the 20 min
transmissions. Dashed curves are o
standard deviation uncertainties in th
coherence estimates. Dotted curv
denote the coherence computed usi
^aa(t)&exp@2D(t)/2#. The square of
the mean field estimates,u^ct&ztu2, are
denoted by solid horizontal lines.
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mentioned, the AST results are consistent with the ATOC
results in which the source was mounted on the seabed.
differences may also be due to seasonal variability of aco
tic propagation; AET was conducted in the fall, while HVL
data were collected in the winter and spring. But, again, A
results collected in the late spring/summer were consis
with ATOC95 HVLA data collected in the winter and sprin
Finally there may, in fact, be a sensitivity to the geograp
separation of the paths, though there are less obvious rea
to suspect this than with the HVLA, KVLA comparison.

B. Center frequency dependence of fluctuations

Another fundamental question in wave propagat
studies is the scaling of fluctuations with acoustic center
quency, and thus we go from comparing different transm
sion paths to comparing center frequency differences alo
1558 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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given path. This is an area where there is very little theo
ical knowledge, beyond results that are primarily valid
high frequencies and short range~Flatté et al., 1979; Flatte´
1983; Henyey and Macaskill, 1996!. Further, theoretical re-
sults focus on the fluctuations near a deterministic geome
cal acoustics ray path, not the interference pattern of m
such rays. Briefly, phase is expected to be sensitive to
largest scales of the sound speed fluctuations, while inten
is sensitive to smaller scales near the first Fresnel zone. T
at high enough frequencies, weak fluctuation theory pred
that phase variance scales like the square of frequency
log-intensity variance and SI scale linearly with frequen
The Rytov approximation provides some guidance here.
weighting function on the sound-speed fluctuation spectr
for phase variance is unity for large scales, and, on aver
1/2 for smaller scales. The weighting function for log amp
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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FIG. 16. Depth coherence for the as
sorted experiments. Light curves de
note the longer, 40 min transmission
while heavy curves are for the 20 min
transmissions. Dashed curves are o
standard deviation uncertainties in th
coherence estimates. Dotted curv
denote the coherence computed usi
^aa(dz)&exp@2D(dz)/2#. The square
of the mean field estimates,u^cz&ztu2,
are denoted by solid horizontal lines.
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tude is unity for scales near the first Fresnel radius and is
average, 1/2 for smaller scales. The scintillation index
given by SI5exp(si

2)21;si
2. As scattering strength in

creases intensity variability becomes dominated by inter
ence effects whose frequency scaling is poorly understo
Finally, when scattering is very strong, both phase and in
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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sity are dominated by interference effects and intensity
tistics are fully saturated, while phase executes a rand
multipath ~Dysonet al., 1976!.

Here, comparisons have been made between 84 an
Hz transmissions during the 9 days of the AST. In virtua
all cases, the lower-frequency data show less fluctuation,
from
TABLE VI. Broadband and narrow band~denoted with parentheses! mean field energies. All of the mean field energies exceed the expected value
samples of uncorrelated Gaussian noise.~For N510, 20, 40, and 80 the Gaussian noise values are 0.10, 0.05, 0.03, and 0.01!.

HVLA84 HVLA75 AET75 HVLA28 KVLA84 KVLA75 KVLA28

20 min obs. time
Depth meanu^cz&ztu2 0.22~0.28! 0.06~0.07! 0.35~0.28! 0.55~0.56! 0.04~0.03! 0.06~0.06! 0.22~0.18!

Time meanu^ct&ztu2 0.54~0.54! 0.60~0.63! 0.42~0.43! 0.62~0.61! 0.52~0.52! 0.64~0.64! 0.71~0.72!
40 min obs. time
Depth meanu^cz&ztu2 0.31~0.22! ¯ 0.33~0.17! 0.57~0.63! 0.15~0.08! ¯ 0.24~0.34!

Time meanu^ct&ztu2 0.46~0.44! ¯ 0.18~0.29! 0.60~0.71! 0.38~0.39! ¯ 0.71~0.73!
1559Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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also the frequency spectra at the two frequencies are c
pletely different. The differences in spectra suggest very
ferent scattering physics and thus the difficulty in interpre
tion of the magnitude of fluctuation reduction is expecte
The fully geometric case in which phase variance and m
square phase rate (n t

2) scale as the square of the frequen
~i.e., a factor of 9 here!, and the spectra are independent
frequency are simply not demonstrated by the data. The
terpretation of these results represents a major unso
problem in basin-scale acoustic propagation.

Before leaving this topic, however, it is important
mention AST results for resolved wave front arrivals o
served on two horizontal arrays at the 150 and 700 km ra
~Worcesteret al., 2000!. At the 150 km range, large phas
~i.e., travel time! fluctuations at both 28 and 84 Hz are r
ported, but there was a reduction of SI from 0.64 to 0.
nearly a factor of 3! At the 700 km range, on the other ha
the phase variance at 28 and 84 Hz were 1.9 and 29.0~rad2!
~a factor of 15!, while SI values were 0.11 and 0.65~a factor
of 6!. Again, the scalings with frequency~and range! are
quite variable, although it must be noted that these two pa
traverse rather different oceanographic regions.

C. Time and space interference patterns

The analysis of this paper shows that interference effe
are very important, but they are quite different in the tim
and depth directions, as resolved by our limited vertical a
temporal sampling. In the depth direction both high and l
acoustic frequencies are very nicely described by the Dy
model, which shows the pattern dominated by fadeouts
high wave number. High acoustic frequencies also sh
some random walk behavior at low wave number. The k
parameter here is the mean square phase rate in depthnz . In
the temporal direction the interference pattern does not
low the Dyson model and thus is not consistent with a fu
randomized multipath pattern, over the 20 and 40 min ob
vation times. This result is consistent with the correlation a
coherence functions from Figs. 11–16, which show that
vertical aperture of the observations involved many corre
tion lengths, while the temporal observation time barely
volves one correlation time. The critical question is wheth
longer observation times would show a significantly mo
developed temporal interference pattern; if not this wo
imply some degree of determinsitic multipathing. Simil
differences between spatial and temporal interference
terns were observed by Porter and Spindel~1977! for moored
and drifting receptions at 200 and 400 Hz in the North A
lantic. This is an area that will require further theoretical
modeling work.

D. Bandwidth dependence of fluctuations

The bandwidth dependence of acoustic variability is a
an area in ocean acoustic propagation that is poorly un
stood~Flattéet al., 1979; Dashenet al., 1985; Colosiet al.,
1999b!, but has great relevance to signal statistics and sta
ity. In this section a discussion of the topics of~1! the ap-
proach to saturation, an intensity statistic, and~2! coherence,
a strongly phase dominated statistic, are presented. In
1560 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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discussion a kinematical model of multipath wave-packet
terference@see Colosi and Baggeroer~2003!# is utilized,
which is based on a wave function of the form

c5 (
k51

N

ake
2Q2fk

2/2e2 ifke2 iuk, ~19!

whereN is the number of interfering wave packets,ak are
the amplitudes of the waves,Q5Dv/vc is the fractional
bandwidth of the Gaussian wave packets, andfk anduk are
the travel-time-induced and nontravel-time induced~for ex-
ample, caustic phases! phase shifts. In this model the sep
rate multipaths are uncorrelated, and for a given multip
phase and amplitude, are uncorrelated~see Appendix C!.

1. Approach to saturation

Using the multipath model of Eq.~19!, Colosi and Bag-
geroer~2004! were able to analytically compute the scint
lation index near saturation, where they found

SI.11
1

N
~G22!, narrow band:Q50, F@1,

~20!

SI.11
1

N
~QFG22!, broadband:QF@1; ~21!

whereG5^a4&/^a2&2 is a ratio of the multipath amplitude
moments~see Appendix C!. Note that the asymptotics ar
different for the narrow band and broadband case, and
these results are not a function of the nontravel-time-indu
phase variancêuk

2&5Q2. An important parameter gaugin
the effect of bandwidth is the time–bandwidth productQF,
whereF is the rms phase fluctuation caused by travel ti
fluctuations. The large and smallG cases are noteworthy. IfG
is small enough so thatQFG!2, then SI will approach satu
ration~i.e., SI51! from below 1, and will not be significantly
affected by bandwidth. If, on the other handG@2, SI will
approach saturation from above 1, and the correction
SI21 will be larger for the broadband case by a factor
QF; that is, a broadband signal will approach saturat
more slowly. These results also have implications for
multipath phase. In saturation, the phase is uniformly dist
uted between 0 and 2p; thus in the largeG case if narrow
band signals are approaching saturation more rapidly t
the broadband case, then narrow band phase variance sh
be larger than broadband variance.

It remains to compute the time–bandwidth productQF
for the present broadband experimental data. An equiva
Gaussian pulse that matches the AET and ATOC95 75
pulses~Colosi et al., 1999a; K. Metzger, 2004! has a frac-
tional bandwidth of roughlyQ512/7550.16. For the AST,
the fractional bandwidth at both 28 and 84 Hz is smaller
a factor of 2 or 3~Worcesteret al., 2000!. As previously
mentioned, results from the AET using travel time fluctu
tion of the final arrival as a surrogate for phase, found r
phase fluctuations in the finale of order one to two cyc
~over a six day period!. Thus, for the 75 Hz transmission
QF is of order 1 to 2, and for the 84 Hz data it is estimat
that QF is of order 0.3 to 1~i.e., F the same as 75 Hz, bu
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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Q reduced!. Assuming the multipaths behave geometrica
in phase at 28 Hz,QF is reduced by an additional factor o
3 over the 84 Hz case, yielding values between 0.1 and
Clearly this is a regime where an asymptotic analysis
large or smallQF is not entirely appropriate. Thus, the na
row band result@Eq. ~20!# applies directly to our narrow
band data, while the broadband result@Eq. ~21!# marginally
applies to our 75 Hz data.

Now this kinematical picture is applied to the SI obse
vations, where the long-time scale intensity variability mu
be considered since sampling has occurred over the e
‘‘broadband’’ of ocean internal-wave variability~See Table
IV, Column 5!. As was pointed out previously, both broa
band and narrow band estimates of SI are larger than 1,
the excess scintillation above 1 has been attributed to mo
lation ~Sec. IV!. Thus, the observations do not reve
whether SI has approached saturation from above or be
1. Therefore, the discrimination between broadband and
row band cases for long or short observation times canno
made since the statistics are so close to saturation. This
explains why the phase statistics are not a function of ba
width since both narrow band and broadband data are
ready close to saturation.

Observations at shorter ranges are needed to resolve
question, and will give important information concerning t
amplitude and phase statistics of the interfering multipa
For example, the narrow band approach to saturation
constrain the magnitude ofG, while the broadband approac
to saturation will constrainF2.

2. Multipath coherence

Next, broadband effects on coherence are discussed
wave packet multipath model@Eq. ~19!# can be used to de
rive an analytic expression for coherence~see Appendix C!,
so that

^c1c2* ~D!&

^I &
5

1

^I & S ^aa~D!&GQ~r!

~~11Q2F2!22Q4F4r2!1/2

1
~N21!^a&2GQ~0!

11Q2F2 D , ~22!

GQ~r;Q,F!5expF2
D~r!

21Q2D~r!
G ,

G0~r;Q50,F!5exp@2F2~12r!#, ~23!

wherer(D)5^ff(D)&/F2 is the autocorrelation coefficien
of the lagged phase,D(r)52F2(12r) is the phase struc
ture function, and̂aa(D)& is the amplitude correlation func
tion. The mean intensity is, simply,

^I &5
^a2&

~112Q2F2!1/2
1

~N21!^a&2GQ~0!

11Q2F2
. ~24!

For simplicity, the nontravel-time-induced phase shifts
not considered.

Some asymptotic analysis of Eq.~22! is useful. Consid-
ering the limit of no phase correlationr50 ~i.e., large lags!,
it is found that
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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^c1c2* ~D!&

^I &
5

N

N21

GQ~0!

gF~QF!1GQ~0!
, ~25!

F~QF!5
11Q2F2

~112Q2F2!1/2
, g5

1

N21

^a2&

^a&2
. ~26!

The important parameterg ~which is closely related toG
from the scintillation analysis! measures the relative contr
butions from the two terms in the coherence, the first te
being the contribution from the decorrelation of the ind
vidual multipaths, and the second term coming from the
ergy of the independent multipaths. Forg@GQ(0), G0(0),
both the broadband and narrow band cases give a s
asymptotic coherence of orderG0(0)/g and GQ(0)/(Fg);
that is, the coherence will be dominated by the decorrela
of the multipaths and thus will decay significantly. The ban
width dependence of this limit depends on the relative size
G0(0) andGQ(0)/F. In the limit of largeQF the results are
exp(2F2)/g and exp(2Q22)/(gQF) for the narrow band and
broadband cases: the decay goes from exponential inF for
the narrow band case to power law inF for the broadband
case. On the other hand, forg!G0(0) ~narrow band!, and
Fg!GQ(0) ~broadband!, the coherence will be of order 1
2g/G0(0) and 12Fg/GQ(0) for the narrow band and
broadband cases, respectively. Thus, the narrow band
will decorrelate less by a factor ofF(QF), which is equal to
QF in the limit of largeQF.

At the other end of the coherence functionr512e, e!1
the asymptotics yields

^c1c2* ~D!&

^I &
512e

Fg~11F2!

Fg1GQ~0!
. ~27!

In this calculation the amplitude covariance is assumed
have the form ^aa(D)&5^a2&(12e). For g@GQ(0),
G0(0), both the broadband and narrow band cases giv
coherence of order 12e(11F2), independent of band
width. In the other case, forg!G0(0) ~narrow band!, and
Fg!GQ(0) ~broadband!, the coherence will be of order 1
2eg(11F2) and 12eg(11F2)F, respectively. Here the
broadband case will decay more rapidly by a factor
F(QF).

Now this kinematical model is applied to the observ
tions. The coherence analysis of this paper has been lim
to short time scales of 20 and 40 min observation times, t
F.1 rad, and for the 75 Hz source,QF.0.2. Hence, with
these values the kinematical model givesF(QF);F(0)
51 andGQ(0);G0(0), and sobroadband statistics are vir
tually indistinguishable from narrow band statistics, as o
served. Clearly, longer observation times will give larg
QF as F grows. The interesting question is will the ban
width dependence of the coherence be manifest at th
longer observation times; that is, kinematically, will the lar
or smallg cases be observed. This data would give import
information about the statistics of individual multipath am
plitudesak and numberN.
1561Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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VII. SUMMARY

A comprehensive analysis of the space–time scale
observations of broadband basin-scale acoustic transmis
data in the finales of the receptions at center frequencie
28, 75, and 84 Hz has been presented. Over time scales
to 40 mins, rms phase variations are extremely small and
the order of 0.1 cycles for all frequencies. Phase variati
are shown to approximately fit a Gaussian PDF. Over
same time scales, the intensity variability is relatively we
with 75 and 84 Hz SI values between 0.4 and 0.7, and 28
SI values between 0.3 and 0.7. Over long, multiday ti
scales, the intensity variability is consistent with fully sat
rated statistics~i.e., SI.1! and modulation effects, so that
modulated exponential PDF of intensity fits the observ
PDFs very well. Phase variability cannot be studied at lo
time scales because of long gaps in the transmissions.
quency and vertical wave number spectra of phase and
intensity reveal the basic time–space scales of the obse
tions. Frequency spectra at 84 and 75 Hz are comple
different from 28 Hz, implying significantly different scatte
ing physics, while vertical wave number spectra at all aco
tic frequencies show results consistent with a fully develop
interference pattern. Frequency spectra in all cases are ‘‘r
implying that longer observation times are needed to fu
resolve the variability.

With an understanding of the important space–ti
scales of phase and intensity we are able to present a c
prehensive analysis of coherence. A theoretical cohere
model that is consistent with the observations utilizes
facts that phase and amplitude are uncorrelated, phas
Gaussian, phase correlation is not quadratic in the lag,
amplitude decorrelation plays a key role. Consistent w
previous results of phase and amplitude stability over 20
40 min time scales, the observed coherence is high. U
the mean field as an indicator of coherence it is found tha
84 and 75 Hz acoustic frequencies the mean field acco
for 40%–60% of the total energy, while at 28 Hz the prop
tion grows even larger, to 60%–70% of the energy.

For all of the observables in this study both a broadba
and a narrow band analysis has been carried out, and we
essentially no difference between broadband and nar
band results. Broadband kinematical models of SI and co
ence show that our observations are not in regimes in wh
a significant bandwidth sensitivity could be observed.

Finally, the observations indicate a surprising degree
sensitivity to the geographic separations of the transmis
paths. It is found that the longest path, KVLA, is as stable
moreso than the shorter path HVLA. Further, the HVLA pa
is more stable than the AET path, which has a compara
range.

The present analysis poses many new questions that
be the focus of future theoretical and observational work
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APPENDIX A: 2-D PHASE UNWRAPPING

Following Ghilia and Romero ~1994!, we define
wrapped and unwrapped phase functionsfw and fu for a
2-D lattice (x,y)5( i , j ). From the knowledge of the
wrapped phasesfw , the following differences are computed

Dx~ i , j !5fw~ i 11,j !2fw~ i , j ! and

Dy~ i , j !5fw~ i , j 11!2fw~ i , j ! ~A1!

and all edge values ofDx andDy are set to zero. Next, the
objective function of the difference between wrapped a
unwrapped phase gradients is formed to obtain

J25 (
i 51

Nx21

(
j 51

Ny

„fu~ i 11,j !2fu~ i , j !2Dx~ i , j !…2

1(
i 51

Nx

(
j 51

Ny21

„fu~ i , j 11!2fu~ i , j !2Dy~ i , j !…2.

~A2!

The least square solutionfu that minimizesJ2 is given by

„fu~ i 11,j !22fu~ i , j !1fu~ i 21,j !…1„fu~ i , j 11!

22fu~ i , j !1fu~ i , j 21!…5G~ i , j !, ~A3!

G~ i , j !5„Dx~ i , j !2Dx~ i 21,j !…1„Dy~ i , j !2Dy~ i , j 21!….
~A4!

Equation~A3! is seen to be the discrete form of Poisson
equation. Setting all gradients off equal to zero on the
edges~Neumann boundary conditions!, the numerical solu-
tion of Eq. ~A3! can be done very efficiently using fast co
sine transforms.

APPENDIX B: NOTATION FOR STATISTICAL
AVERAGES

A notation for statistical averages needs to be defin
since some complications arise due to the thr
dimensionality of the data. For a general observableF(z,t,l )
the means overz and t are defined using angle brackets
that

^F&z5
1

Nz
(
j 51

Nz

F~zj ,t,l !,
Colosi et al.: Basin-scale acoustic fluctuations and coherence
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^F&t5
1

Nt
(
j 51

Nt

F~z,t j ,l !,

^F&zt5
1

NtNz
(
k51

Nt

(
j 51

Nz

F~zj ,tk ,l !. ~B1!

Averages over transmission numberl, however, are denote
with an overbar, giving

F̄5
1

Nl
(
l 51

Nl

F~z,t,l !. ~B2!

APPENDIX C: MULTIPATH COHERENCE THEORY

Consider a multipath–broadband wave function of
form ~see Colosi and Baggeroer, 2004!,

c5 (
k51

N

ake
2Q2fk

2/2eifk, ~C1!

where Q5bandwidth/center frequency~for the assumed
Gaussian wave packet,Q is the ratio of the standard devia
tion of the frequency and the center frequency!. The multi-
paths are assumed uncorrelated and for an individual m
path the amplitude and phase are uncorrelated, thus

^akaj&5^a&2 ~kÞ j !, ^akak&5^aa~D!&,

^fkf j&5F2dk, j , and ^akf j&50. ~C2!

The PDF of the amplitudea is unconstrained but a Gaussia
joint probability function for the phase is assumed, which
given by

P~f1 ,f2 ;r!5
1

2pF2~12r2!1/2

3expF2
f1

222rf1f21f2
2

2F2~12r2!
G , ~C3!

where r(D)5^f1f2(D)&/F2 is the autocorrelation coeffi
cient of the lagged phase,F2 is the phase variance, andD
could be a temporal or spatial lag.

The coherence is given by

^c1c2* ~D!&5 (
k51

N

(
j 51

N

^akaj~D!&

3^e2Q2~fk
2
1f j

2
~D!!/2ei ~fk2f j ~D!!&. ~C4!

There areN terms for j 5k that have the form

^aa~D!&E
2`

` E
2`

`

df1 df2 P„f1 ,f2 ;r~D!…

3e2Q2~f1
2
1f2

2
!/2ei ~f12f2!, ~C5!

and there areN(N21) terms forj Þk that have the form

S ^a&E
2`

` E
2`

`

df1 df2 P~f1 ,f2 ;r~D!50!e2Q2f1
2/2eif1D 2

.

~C6!
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The joint probability functionP is assumed Gaussian@Eq.
~C3!#, which makes all the integrals Gaussian. Thus they
easily solved by standard methods to give

^c1c2* ~D!&

^I &
5

1

^I & S N^aa~D!&G~r!

~~11Q2F2!22Q4F4r2!1/2

1
N~N21!^a&2G~0!

11Q2F2 D , ~C7!

G~r;Q,F!5expF2
D~r!

21Q2D~r!
G , ~C8!

where D(r)52F2(12r) is the phase structure function
and the mean intensity is

^I &5
N^a2&

~112Q2F2!1/2
1

N~N21!^a&2G~0!

11Q2F2
. ~C9!

For only one path (N51) the analytics can be compared
standard results; thus

^c1c2* ~D!&

^I &
5

^aa~D!&

^a2&
G~r!F11

Q4F4~12r2!

112Q2F2 G21/2

~C10!

and in the limit of zero bandwidth (Q50) Eq.~17! is recov-
ered.
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